ONLINE GAMING
GAME COMPETITION
- VANPROJECT
RICHTER RECORDS

Overview
Van Richter Records, formed November 1993 in San Diego California, is interested in having DigiPen
students to come up with a multiplayer shooter game for their website that would maybe take place in a
futuristic post-apocalyptic world (ie Terminator). Their label is dedicated to Gothic and industrial music
but a dark Halloween or horror theme game could also be a possibility.
Some of the main details:
1.

The game would incorporate the label lifestyle that is Van Richter Records. The game does not
necessarily have to be overly complicated but be original and compelling so that people who came
to play it on the site would not be bored after 5 minutes of playing it.

2.

Possible format considerations could be shockwave, java or flash.

3.

The game should have compelling content that features their music catalog as a compliment to the
game experience. Their entire music catalog is available for use in the game and game/graphic
design concept should fit the image of their label and artists.. Visit www.vanricter.net to review Van
Ricter’s catalog of music.

4.
5.

streaming of the entire label catalog available at vanrichter.bandcamp.com
The winners would receive CD’s of their choice within reason from the label.

Van Richter Records would own all the content generated (code and game concept). The winning
student would be allowed to include the project as part of their portfolio for demonstration purposes
only as well as written credit in the game itself.

Important dates:
•
•
•

Competition Concept Submission deadline - March 15, 2007
Concept Selection Winners Announced - April 2, 2007
Submission of Game (Flash, Java, etc.) - July 4, 2007

Please note the following:
1.

DigiPen Institute of Technology is not officially involved with this competition in any way. Due to
development software licensing and copyright issues, any students wishing to participate in this
competition must produce their games submissions off-site with their own hardware/software.

2.

DigiPen students are not obligated by DigiPen Institute of Technology to participate in this
competition.

3.

DigiPen students wishing to participate are responsible for knowing all of the details of the
competition including those related to all copyright and ownership issues. DigiPen Institute of
Technology is not part of any relationship between Van Richter Records and participating students.

Information:
For more Contact
information
or to submit your Competition Concept, please contact:

Contact:Information:
Contact

Paul Abramson, Label Manager, manager@vanrichter.net
VAN RICHTER RECORDS
100 South Sunrise Way, Ste. 219, Palm Springs, CA 92262 USA
URL: http://www.vanrichter.net/

